A practical approach to optimal design of multichannel oversampled warped cosine-modulated filter banks (CMFB) is proposed. Warped CMFB is obtained by allpass transformation of uniform CMFB. The paper addresses the problems of minimization amplitude distortion and suppression of aliasing components emerged due to oversampling of filter bank channel signals. Proposed optimization-based design considerably reduces distortions of overall filter bank transfer function taking into account channel subsampling ratios.
Introduction
Multirate filter banks are widely used as computationally efficient and flexible building blocks for subband signal processing [1] . These filter banks decompose an input signal into its subband components and reconstruct the signal from the downsampled version of these components with little or no distortion. In various applications such as noise reduction, speech enhancement and audio coding nonuniform time-frequency representation is highly desired. A well-known example is approximation of critical bands of human auditory system. By using nonuniform filter banks this problem can be effectively solved. Another problem that is solved by means of nonuniform filter banks is an estimation of the frequency dependent reverberation time [6] . One simple way of obtaining nonuniform filter bank is employing allpass transform to uniform filter bank [10] .
Efficient nonuniform DFT polyphase filter banks were proposed in [2, 5] . However, DFT-based filter banks produce complex-value channel signals even for realvalue input. Therefore the subsequent subband processing becomes more sophisticated. In contrast to DFT filter banks allpass transformed (or warped) cosinemodulated filter banks (CMFB) developed in [7] are allow to avoid having complex subband signals for a realvalue input. It is worth to mention that aliasing cancellation conditions [4] do not hold for warped CMFB thus all aliasing components should be suppressed by synthesis filter bank. The paper presents a practical approach to optimal design of multichannel oversampled warped CMFB with low aliasing and amplitude distortions. Just like uniform CMFB, analysis and synthesis filters of warped CMFB are obtained from one prototype filter, that results in high design efficiency. A distinguishing characteristic of warped CMFB is that for each channel subsampling factors should be determined separately [8] . The practical rule of selection subsampling factors is also derived.
Warped cosine-modulated filter bank .1 Uniform CMFB: brief review
The M -channel warped CMFB proposed in [7] based on uniform CMFB developed in [4] . The impulse responses of the analysis (h k [n]) and synthesis (f k [n]) filters are cosine-modulated versions of the prototype filter h[n]:
The length of h[n] is assumed to be multiple of 2M , i.e. N = 2mM . The transfer functions of analysis and synthesis filters can be expressed as follows:
2M
and W 2M = e −jπ/M . The superscript * denotes the complex conjugation. In (2) H(z) is linear phase lowpass FIR filter prototype with cutoff frequency ω c ≈ π/M .
.2 Allpass transformed CMFB
Allpass transformation of CMFB consists in replacing all the delays in uniform CMFB with causal and stable allpass filters:
In this paper we consider first-order allpass filter
with frequency response A(e jω ) = e jϕ(ω) . The phase response is written as
Thus, replacing all terms z −1 by by first order allpass filters leads to a transformation ω → ϕ(ω) of the frequency scale as shown in figure 1. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the nonuniform oversampled filter with overall transfer function
Problem statement
where Distortion transfer function T dist (z) shows amplitude distortion introduced by analysis and synthesis filters, while aliasing distortion is described by an aliasing transfer function T alias (z). In perfect reconstruction case T alias (e jω ) = 0 and |T dist (e jω )| = 1, ∀ω ∈ [0, π]. Thus optimization problem for the design of the oversampled warped CMFB is formulated as follows
where the error function E(ω) is defined as
A weighted least square objective function can be formulated to solve optimization problem (6),
where B(ω) is nonnegative weighting function. It is difficult to obtain the optimal solution that minimizes (8) . In [3] it has been shown that an iterative algorithm can be derived for the design of CMFB that jointly optimizes the filter prototype coefficients and weighted function. The design algorithm given in this paper adopts this approach for the minimization of (8) to archive solution that is near optimal in minimax sense.
The design algorithm .1 Preliminaries
It is well known that frequency response of linear phase FIR filter can be written as
where
. The operator a denotes the largest integer smaller than a. The superscript T indicate matrix transpose. Thus the overall transfer function (5) can be expressed as follows
.2 Optimization procedure
The design algorithm consists of two iterative procedures: one nested within the other. The vector of coefficients h are iteratively optimized in inner loop procedure. In the outer loop procedure the weighted function B µ (ω) is updated. During inner loop procedure B µ (ω) is kept constant. Subscripts and µ are used to indicate values at the -th iteration of inner loop procedure and µ-th iteration of outer procedure, respectively. Using (9) the objective function (8) at the -th iteration can be expressed as
The necessary condition for minimization of (8) is equality of gradient g to zero. Differentiating (10) with respect to h
Let h ,opt = h + e denotes the optimum solution that sets (11) to zero. Expanding g in Taylor's series
Without taking into consideration higher order term in (12) the correction vector e can be obtained by solving
2 g is hessian of objective function that is given by
Iterative procedure starts with h 0 , which is a rough estimation of optimum, that can be obtain using available FIR filter design method (windowing, etc.). At theth iteration, the correction vector e obtained by solving (13). Then coefficient vector is updated using
inner loop procedure terminates when ||e l || 2 ≤ 10 −10 .
The outer loop procedure updates B µ (ω) as described below. Let h µ,opt denote the optimum solution obtained by inner loop procedure for weighting function B µ (ω). The error function E µ (ω) is obtained using (7) and h µ,opt . Let V µ (ω l ) be the l-th extremum of
where l is chosen such that ω l ≤ ω ≤ ω l+1 . This envelope function shows that a larger relative weight should be assigned at ω where |E µ (ω)| is large. The new weighting function is obtained as
where the normalization factor A µ is defined as
and θ is a positive factor that affects the convergence (1 ≤ θ ≤ 1.5). Iterative algorithm terminates when
where approximate value of ψ = 0.5 . . . 0.7.
Subsampling ratio selection
In [8] the following rule is given for selection of subsampling ratios for warped CMFB
where f U k f L k are normalized lower and upper edge of the k-th subband. In the uniform case f L k and f U k are match the passband of k-th subfilter, that is possible due to mechanism of aliasing cancellation [4] . However in the warped CMFB aliasing cancellation conditions do not hold. Therefore, the subsampling factors S k in the k-th subband has to be chosen such that the aliasing components in each subband do not overlap with subband spectrum of input signal. Selection of range [f L k , f U k ] should be based on the same principle as the mechanism of aliasing cancellation nonadjacent channels do not overlap. This means that the range [f L k , f U k ] should include passbands of (k − 1)-th k-th and (k + 1)-th subfilters.
The general algorithm for finding the boundaries of the frequency band [f L k , f U k ] defines as follows. The ordered set
defines passband frequency of subfilters of uniform CMFB. Mapping (4) allows to obtain corresponding frequency edges of warped CMFB (figure 3) According to proposed rule the frequency band for k-th channel of warped CMFB expressed as
for k = 0 and k = M − 1 the following relation holds
Joint use of rule (14)-(17) allows determining the subsampling ratios S k for warped CMFB.
Design example
Let us consider the 22-channel warped CMFB approximating the psychoacoustic Bark scale for standard sampling frequency 16 kHz. At first it is necessary to determine warping coefficient α. According to [9] for f s = 16 kHz α = 0.5783. Considering rule described in previous section it is possible to choose the subsampling ratios S k (figure 2) such that aliasing does not affect channel signals. For instanse examine the subsampling factor S 3 . Necessary frequency bounds of uniform CMFB given bellow Using (16) the corresponding frequency range of warped CMFB can be determined as
The subsampling factor S 3 is obtained by applying (14)
Similarly, the remaining subsampling factors for filter bank under consideration are selected The proposed design method was implemented using MATLAB on an Intel Celeron 2.8 GHz with 1 GB physical memory. It took nine outer loop iteration for the algorithm to converge (6 minutes). The frequency responses of initial and optimized filter prototypes are plotted in figure 4 . It can be seen that proposed optimization procedure considerably minimized the stopband energy of filter prototype. Figure 5 shows the resulting magnitude frequency response of resulting warped CMFB. For a chosen subsampling ratios S k the magnitude response of aliasing transfer functions for initial and optimized warped CMFB were calculated (figure 6). It can be seen that aliasing distortion has the same order of magnitude as the stopband attenuation of the prototype filters in figure 4. of initial warped CMFB suffers from irregular distortion caused by aliasing. With optimized filter prototype the ripples of overall transfer are decreased significantly (from 0.15 dB to 0.004 dB). Thus the design example shows that proposed algorithm effectively minimizes the overall distortion introduced by warped CMFB.
Conclusion
A practical method for the design of multichannel oversampled warped CMFB with low level of amplitude distortion has been proposed. Formulation of optimization problem and imposed constraints on overall filter bank transfer function are allowed to minimize amplitude distortion. Also the rule for selection of subsampling factor in warped CMFB is derived. Using the proposed design method it is possible to obtain high quality nonuniform filter bank with low distortion level. 
